
College Success Initiative Notes November 23, 2011 
I.  Workshop Feedback 
 A.  Melissa has concerns about: 
  1.  DSPS students  
  2.  Compressed courses (ENGL will not do this) 
   i.  Math is thinking of a compressed course 
   ii.  Connie says we would take students that place into 828 into an 
    846 with a teacher who is participating in the pilot; 
    thus, we need a counselor and criteria. 
    a.  Ray says for the Math component 110 and 120 are very  
     different courses so they discussed what models  
     are out there (i.e. Stat Path or MathJam); Ray  
     wants the math group to look at all those things  
     and meet; VPs response to the compressed   
     model is to ask what are the success rates, 
    b.  Soodi says there are possibilities on how to fill the gap  
     of students you lose (maybe bring in students in the  
     second half). Ray asks what happens to students  
     you lose? Soodi says they can go back and take the  
     regular courses and we can have a late start 120. 
    b.  Check on data Ray asks how many of our students are  
     following the stats path? 
    c.  Ray says whatever model we choose, we want to help  
     the most students (math 120 or stats path). 
    d.  Soodi says whatever model we choose, it’s not going to  
     be just it—we may first do math 110 and 120 since  
     it’s all algebra; the model they looked at in the  
     workshop is the combination of basic skills (811)  
     and Algebra 1; from the start the focus would be to  
     combine the algebra courses (110 and 120) 
    e.  Soodi says El Camino College had two models (811 and 
     110 & and Stat path—they compressed their four  
     levels into 2; theirs was a module type of course so  
     they have to pass modules and start at the last  
     module they passed if they don’t pass the course;  
     we also need to know how open they are about the  
     model of one hour of lecture, one hour of lab, and  
     SI; because if you compress the algebra---will we  
     support SIs? 
    f.  Connie says we will do this for our accelerated classes  
     where the 828 students will have to enroll   
     concurrently in LSKL/SI section.   
    f.  David says the main thing that sticks out is the focus on  
     deep learning; they used statistics to address cholera 
     in London 22.00—they make room for deep   
     learning outsourcing to the students and technology  



     (videos, my Mathlab); believing that students have  
     the capacity to do the deeply earning in class; the  
     other thing is doing mastery (students have to  
     achieve 85% on an assignment to move on to the  
     next). 
    g.  Soodi says their choice after taking 811 and 110 was to  
     take 120 for STEM, GE math, or StatsPath.   
  3.  Placement tests—the options we have are “open access” and   
   challenges. 
  4.  Criteria—English and Math will get together to discuss the criteria. 
  5.  We would like a counselor linked to accelerated courses. 
II.  What’s Next? 
 1.  Distance education data 
 2.  Reports—when do we want them? 
 3.  Mike says we haven’t looked at is ESOL courses as basic skills courses… 
  a.  Connie says we changed the courses starting in about 2006/2007  
   (approx.). 
  b.  Mike asks if we have evaluated student success in ESOL courses. 
  c.  We need to talk with Leigh Anne to figure out what needs we have and  
   where we are at with student success. 
  d.  Connie asks, how do ESOL students do in ESOL 400 (and in ENGL  
   100)? 
  e.  Mike wants to pump some money into English/Math Jam this   
  summer (under Prep for PEP) 
   
 
 


